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Acknowledgment of Country

I would like to acknowledge the traditional custodians of the many lands across Victoria on which each of you are living, learning and 

working from today.

For myself and those of us in the Melbourne metropolitan area, we acknowledge the traditional custodians of the Kulin Nations.

When acknowledging country, we recognise Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples’ spiritual and cultural connection to country and

acknowledge their continued care of the lands and waterways over generations, while celebrating the continuation of a living culture that
has a unique role in this region.

I would like to pay my respects to Elders past, present and emerging, for they hold the memories, traditions, culture and hopes of all 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples across the nation, and hope they will walk with us on our journey.
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Victorian Curriculum History Structure

HISTORICAL 

CONCEPTS AND 

SKILLS

HISTORICAL 

KNOWLEDGE



History

Achievement Standard

Concepts

Skills

Know ledge

Do:  What do we want 
students to be able to do?

Know: What 
do we want 
students to 
know

Think about: 
How should 
students  think 
about the past? 



Strand: Historical Concepts and Skills

sequencing 
chronology

using 
historical 

sources as 
evidence

identifying 
continuity 

and change

analysing 
cause and 

effect

determining 
historical 

significance 





Historical Concepts and Skills

Explicitly

Taught 

Practised

Deployed

Demonstrated 
and Assessed

The historical knowledge strand 
provides teachers the opportunities to 
explicitly teach the skill and/or 
concept in a context, practice, deploy 
it and with and other contexts across 
the 2 levels band. 



Curriculum Continuum 



Progression of concepts and skills 
F-2

Identify 
examples 

of 
continuity 

and 
change…. 

3-4

Identify and describe 
continuity and change 

over time….

5-6

Identify and describe 
patterns of continuity 

and change….

7-8
Identify and 
describe 

patterns of 
continuity and 
change in 
society and daily 

life

9-10
Identify and 
evaluate  
patterns of 
continuity and 
change…



Planning 
using 

evidence

Design 
and 

develop

Teach 
and 

assess

Reflect 
and 

refine

Learning area planning

More information is available from the Curriculum Planning Resource

http://curriculumplanning.vcaa.vic.edu.au/by-unit-lessons


Strand: Historical Knowledge Levels 5 and 6 

The Australian colonies
• The social, economic and political causes and reasons for the establishment of 

British colonies in Australia after 1800

• The nature of convict or colonial presence, including the factors that influenced 

changing patterns of development, how the environment changed, and aspects of 

the daily life of the inhabitants, including Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples

• The effects of a significant development or event on a colony

• The causes and the reasons why people migrated to Australia from Europe and 

Asia, and the perspectives, experiences and contributions of a particular migrant 

group within a colony

• The role that a significant individual or group played in shaping and changing a 

colony



Developing Assessment 
Tasks

Achievement 
Standard 

Levels 3 and 4

Learning Area 
Strands 
content

Achievement 
Standard 

Levels 5 and 6



Using 
sources

Identification

Contextualisation

AttributionAnalysis

Corroboration

VCAA Resource: Ideas and tips for using historical sources

https://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/curriculum/foundation-10/resources/history/Pages/Help-me-find-a-teaching-resource.aspx


Delivering F–10 History

• Focus on one or two lines in the Achievement Standard

• What do students know and are able to do?

• How do you progress them along the learning continuum 

now and when they return to school 



Developing Assessment Tasks
A.S 

Levels

5-6

By the end of Levels 5-6

• identify a range of sources and locate and compare information about the origin, content 

features and the purpose of historical sources

• describe the historical context of these sources to describe perspectives of people from 

the past and recognise different points of view.

Content 

Descriptions 

Australia as a nation

• The significance of key figures and events that led to Australia’s Federation, including British 

and American influences on Australia’s system of law and government

• The different experiences and perspectives of Australian democracy and citizenship, including 

the status and rights of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, migrants, women, and 

children

• The stories and perspectives of people who migrated to Australia, including from one Asian 

country, and the reasons they migrated

• Significant contributions of individuals and groups, including Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander peoples and migrants, to changing Australian society

What is the destination?

How do you get there? 



Using historical sources

Levels 3-4

• identify sources (written, 
physical, visual, oral), and 
locate information about their 
origin and content features. 
describe perspectives of 
people from the past and 
recognise different points of 
view

• describe perspectives of 
people from the past and 
recognise different points of 
vie

Levels 5-6

• identify a range of sources 
and locate and compare 
information about the origin, 
content features and the 
purpose of historical sources

• describe the historical context 
of these sources to describe 
perspectives of people from 
the past and recognise 
different points of view.

• describe the historical context 
of these sources to describe 
perspectives of people from 
the past and recognise 
different points of view.

Levels 7-8

• locate and select historical 
sources and identify their 
origin, content features and 
purpose.

• explain the historical context 
of these sources. 

• compare and contrast 
historical sources and ask 
questions about their 
accuracy, usefulness and 
reliability. 

• analyse the different 
perspectives of people in the 
past using sources.

• analyse the different 
perspectives of people in the 
past using sources.





Useful Resources 
• History Teachers Association of Victoria

• Fuse, Victorian Department of Education and Training 

• ABC Education History

• AC History Units History Teacher’ Association of Australia

• Australian War Memorial

• BBC Bitesize History

• Melbourne Museum The Education Programs and Resources

• National Film and Sound Archive of Australia

• National Museum Australia provides a range of classroom learning 

resources

https://fuse.education.vic.gov.au/
https://education.abc.net.au/home#!/resources/-/history/F-1-2-3-4-5-6-10-9-8-7
https://www.achistoryunits.edu.au/
https://www.awm.gov.au/learn
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/z7svr82
https://museumsvictoria.com.au/melbournemuseum/learning/
https://www.nfsa.gov.au/learning/educational-resources
https://www.nma.gov.au/learn/classroom-resources?from=0


Contacts

Gerry Martin 
Curriculum Manager, History and Civics

61 3 9032 1694

0428 039 083

Gerard.Martin@education.vic.gov.au or vcaa.f10.curriculum@education.vic.gov.au

For further advice about the implementation of the F–10 curriculum in Victorian schools, including 
developments, resources and professional learning opportunities, please subscribe to the F–10 
Curriculum Update:  
https://www.vision6.com.au/em/forms/subscribe.php?db=399327&s=112201&a=18689&k=799b5d6

mailto:Gerard.Martin@education.vic.gov.au
mailto:vcaa.f10.curriculum@education.vic.gov.au
https://www.vision6.com.au/em/forms/subscribe.php?db=399327&s=112201&a=18689&k=799b5d6


Questions


